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Mo Yan's Life and Death Are Wearing Me Out
in a Cultural and Visual Context
Yuhan Huang
Abstract
In "Mo Yan's Life and Death Are Wearing Me Out in a Cultural and Visual Context"
Yuhan Huang explores visual representations in Mo Yan's novel Life and Death Are
Wearing Me Out in the context of the Cultural Revolution and its posters. In the novel,
the Cultural Revolution is featured in the story of Ximen Ox, Ximen Nao's second reincarnation. Huang's study of the novel's descriptions and propaganda posters
shows the ways in which propaganda has been carried out through visual experience
and sheds light on the novel's seemingly idiosyncratic narrative and metaphors. This
juxtaposition of the contemporary verbal presentation and the era's posters provides
an alternative access to understanding a time and space that has become distant to
contemporary readers and viewers.

The Cultural Revolution in China (1966–76) is one of the most catastrophic political upheavals of the twentieth century. Much writing and research has been done
on this period, most of which is focused on the political and social dimensions of
the movement (see, e.g., MacFarquhar; MacFarquhar and Schoenhals). It has also
inspired Chinese writers to record the traumatic experiences and personal histories
of this period, including Feng Jicai's (冯骥才) 一百个人的十年 (Ten Years of Madness) and also to engage in narrating the era retrospectively: in the study at hand I
discuss Mo Yan's (莫言) novel Life and Death are Wearing Me Out (生死疲劳), a
fictional account of the fifty-year experience of a family in Mao Zedong's and postMao's China. The novel's protagonist, Ximen Nao, is a landlord in Gaomi county
of Shandong Province who in the upheaval of the 1947 land-reform movement is
executed for being a "master of exploitation" (24). It is at this point the novel takes a
turn to the fantastical. Nao appeals to Lord Yama in the court of the underworld and
is later sent back to life as a donkey in 1950. In a creative rendition of completing the
six circles of life, death, and rebirth in Buddhism, he is then reincarnated into four
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other animals, an ox, a pig, a dog, and a monkey, before he is finally reincarnated as
a "millennium boy" (58). The creative structural frame serves as a literary vehicle
to represent the parallel political movements in China. The Cultural Revolution is
featured in the story of Ximen Ox. To readers who are unfamiliar with the social and
historical context, the story can seem wildly imaginative and its metaphors mythic.
When one reads Mo Yan's novel in its historical context, however, the depth and
weight of the novel's fantastic retelling gain greater relevance.
Part of that fuller picture involves the visual experience of the people in the
Cultural Revolution, which remains only minimally explored. What did people see
in the Cultural Revolution? What color was it? What was the role of artists and
what did they believe in? One way to answer these questions is to look at the propaganda posters produced in mass and distributed in the period. Posters, as one of
the commonly employed methods for propaganda in Cultural Revolution, has been
the subject of study for Stefan Landsberger, Harriet Evans, Kirk Denton, and Francesca Dal Lago, who pioneered the preservation and rediscovery of these important
memorabilia from the period. The art of the Cultural Revolution posters is unique
within Chinese art history, rupturing the long tradition of ink painting and characterized by its highly political function. As a tool for propaganda, the "graphic
voice" of Mao Zedong reached an enormous, and not always literate, audience (see,
e.g., Powell). A close study of the visual experience of the Cultural Revolution
alongside a close reading of Mo Yan's novel Life and Death are Wearing Me Out nuances readers' understanding of both sets of art. Together and individually, the novel
and posters provide insights about the shaping of interpretation through representation and about instantiations of looking.
Two key questions govern my exploration of the mechanisms of looking exploited in these works of art: how does ideology influence people's perception of art
and conversely how does art serve the purpose of ideology through its self-representation? To provide a contextualization, I examine a particular kind of poster, the "metaposter." W. J. T. Mitchell defines metapictures as "pictures about pictures—that is, pictures that refer to themselves or to other pictures, pictures that are used to show what
a picture is" ("Image" 35). "Metaposter," coined from Mitchell's term metapicture,
was a popular practice during the Cultural Revolution that depicts the looking or the
making of propaganda posters. Life and Death inscribes this popular practice in its
instances of putting up propaganda and looking at them. This shows the ways that
propaganda has been carried out through visual experience and also sheds light on the
novel's seemingly idiosyncratic narrative and metaphors. The juxtaposition of verbal
presentation and the era's visual presentation provides an alternative access to the
understanding of a time and space that has become distant to contemporary readers.
During the Cultural Revolution, the market parade was one of the most iconic
public venues for political rallying against counterrevolutionaries. In these events,
propaganda teams comprised of Red Guards gave speeches and "counterrevolution-
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aries" were humiliated and tortured in public. One often reads in the literature about
the Cultural Revolution tales of trauma, blood, and tears such as Feng Jicai's Ten
Years of Madness, which includes the experience of a woman with beautiful hair
being shaved in public. Mo Yan's novel depicts a livelier and more humorous yet
no less painful version (for Mo Yan's use of humor to assuage pain, see Huang and
Duran). Led by its owner Lan Lian, Ximen Ox is taken to a parade. Both the master
and the beast endure the humiliation with obedience until a red flag is blown onto
Ximen Ox and the ox runs terror-stricken: "If a pair of knives had been attached to
them, you could have decimated the crowd and routed the survivors … Take that red
banner off his head! Someone yelled… In running for cover, the people formed tight
clusters. Old women were crying, children were bawling." In stopping the turmoil,
the butcher Zu Jiujie sears off one of the ox's horns. The enraged ox charges at the
fat butcher and "bur[ies] his good horn in Zu Jiujie's plump belly" (176-78). The
deceptively simple incident carries mythical elements that call up the visual image
of a political rally in the Cultural Revolution, especially with the blowing red banner.
Lan Lian's son Lan Jiefang recounts the incident, and describes the feeling of looking at the sun while covering one's head with a red flag as follows: "bright red, like
a vast ocean, as if the sun were immersed in an ocean of blood" (176). Propaganda
posters were predominately red during the era as was the nation metaphorically. It
was a common practice in political rallies such as market parades for people to have
either a red flag or a poster in their hands, making the scene a "red ocean."
The phrase 红海洋 (Red Ocean) was used to describe the propaganda movement to "redden" ("赤化") China starting in 1966. Streets, bus stops, walls of schools,
factories, shops, hospitals, and even public toilets were painted red. In an age when
the sun and Chairman Mao were equated with each other, the color red symbolized
the utmost goodness, a progressive and revolutionary color. Following red is the color
yellow or gold derived from the rays of the sun. Yellow propaganda slogans were thus
added to the red walls. It was a common practice to draw sunflowers around slogans
to symbolize the loyal supporters of Chairman Mao, the "sun." Given the time setting
of the scene, the context of Red Ocean represents the new world that is yet to come.
However, instead of representing peace and prosperity, the madness of the impromptu
bullfight represents the irrationality and disorder of the age. The visual imagery of the
brief scene rewrites the history of wounds and sadness into a carnivalesque vision.
Similarly, naming in Life and Death is visually suggestive and helps to illustrate the ideology of redness at the time. The surnames of Mo Yan's characters reflect
a fascinating color scheme that offers metaphorical significance to the novel. The
"good" colors of red and yellow fit into the names of politically progressive characters while blue and white ones are assigned to the "counterrevolutionary" characters.
The color red is not a common surname in the Chinese language; however, the surname 洪 (Hong) is a homophone for red in Chinese. The name of the head of the village and people's commune, the most progressive communist in the novel, is Hong
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Taiyue. The name of the leader of the Ximen Village Militia and commander of the
production brigade who executes Ximen Nao at the beginning of the novel is 黄瞳
(Huang Tong), literally "yellow pupils." 蓝脸 (Lan Lian), literally "blue face" owing
to the visible blue birth mark on his face, resists joining the people's commune and
remains the only independent farmer in the county. Except for the protagonist Ximen
Nao, he is one of the most narrated characters in the novel. Mo Yan has acknowledged that the real life basis for this archetypal figure of the ostracized individual is
a man who lived in his home-village ("Reading with Ears" 307). Unlike Lan, who
manages to live through the Cultural Revolution, the independent farmer dies before
the era ends when independent farming became the norm again. Lan's stubbornness
seems unwise for a man with his class identity: as an orphan and a poor farmer, Lan
could have benefited from a more progressive political attitude. However, as signaled by his blue name and face, his character refuses to be "reddened." Similarly,
Ximen Nao's wife whose surname 白 (Bai) literally means "white" is a figure who
endures discrimination and suffering because of her status as a landlord's wife.
The ideology of redness is further explored in a wild incident between Lan
Lian and his stepson Jinlong. With other young villagers, Jinlong organizes a village branch of the Red Guard, and the group paints their headquarters, including the
apricot tree, bright red. When Lan voices disapproval of their action, Jinlong instructs
his followers to brush a thick coat of red paint on his step-father's face, justifying
that "the whole nation is red, leaving no spot untouched" (163). Jinlong carries out
the reddening beyond common sense. It is outrageous, which Mo Yan emphasizes
through a representation that flies in the face of the long-cherished tradition of filial
duty in China. Political correctness becomes the very rationale to persecute anyone
who voices difference. Moreover, Jinlong not only inflicts physical punishment on
his step-father by having his face painted red (he is left hurt and unable to see), he
also erases the boundaries between private and public, individual and collective. A
man's face is equated with a public wall, the possession of the nation more than of
the individual. In another instance of absurdity, the dispute is followed by a series of
complications with relatives trying to reprimand the son and to help the father.
If the Red Ocean movement reveals a national fetish for redness, brushing red
paint over a man's face suggests the insanity of such a craze on the personal level.
Propaganda becomes a literary weapon to wipe out those who do not conform. It is
not uncommon for propaganda posters of the Cultural Revolution to represent pens
and brushes as weapons. In a poster appearing in Feng's collected stories of the Cultural Revolution, a giant hand holds a piece of chalk and writes over a small figure,
showing how art should be used as a forceful power to revolutionize the country and
people. Further, pens and brushes are often held in the hands of progressive figures
in propaganda posters. The cover of 革命大批判文集 (Excerpts of Revolutionary
Criticism), a collection of essays intended to educate and provide guidance to the
artists of the era, features such an image of three revolutionaries. One is in military
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uniform with a red star on his cap. He serves as the flag bearer to the other two young
people. The man at the back holds high up in his hand Mao's The Little Red Book,
the most immensely circulated text during the period (see Yang on the cultural meaning and pervasiveness of the booklet). A woman stands in the foreground with a red
brush in her right hand and maintains a resolute gesture pointing to the left. The Little
Red Book and brush replace the more conventional spears and guns as weapons to
enforce the ideological power of the Cultural Revolution. The "cultural" in the "Cultural Revolution" denoted by no means "civilized."
Besides depicting artistic tools, painting was a recurrent subject matter in the
propaganda posters. It represented a specific form of art intended to contribute to the
cultural renovation of society. This is where Mitchell's definition of metapicture is
useful: a metapicture can be categorized in three forms. First, a metapicture often
includes another picture inside, producing an inner image or an image within an image. Second, a metapicture can also depict the making of an image within a half-finished inner image, redirecting our attention to the production aspects of imaging. We
are moved to ask, for example, who, how, and why an artist is making the particular
work. And third, a metapicture can also be free from the frame-structure of the inner
image as it makes use of visual plays, for example in the Jastrow duck-rabbit image
in which the same image can be read accurately in completely different meaningful
ways. This third aspect comments on the mechanism of seeing and its physical and
social conventions. It encourages viewers to consider and reconsider the ways of
looking: how to look and what to look at.
Pictures about the making of pictures can signify a great deal about what images mean and how they are understood in their particular social context. An anonymous poster from the 1970s depicts a worker-artist painting a propaganda mural on
a village wall (see figure 1). The poster is accompanied by a large character caption
reading "Art comes from the life of struggle, and working people are the masters."
The attractive worker-artist occupies the center space. His left arm is held in front of
his chest with the palette in his left hand. His right arm extends across the poster to the
very left of the frame to a strong hand that holds a brush. His straightened and stiffened right arm looks rather unnatural for a painter at work, yet the gesture acquires
a politically progressive expression through its resemblance to a soldier marching
ahead. The sense of resolution and dedication to his work in the artist's face coordinates with his painting of people working during the harvest. The image of this worker-artist clearly resembles those of many war-themed posters. It conveys to viewers
how poster artists view the practice of painting and situate themselves in society.
As politicized as poster art is, it is a widely held misbelief that poster artists during the Cultural Revolution period cared little about the artistic merits of their work.
Poster art served primarily as a popular form of propaganda, but it also evolved into
a serious artistic genre in Chinese art history. It became a common practice during the Cultural Revolution for poster artists to combine several kinds of painting
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techniques, including oil painting, printmaking, woodcut, as well as Chinese traditional painting. Their aesthetics was intertwined with their political beliefs, and the
employment of painting was invested with equal importance to the activities of military heroes. The collectivity of the authorship of poster art is of signal importance
to its aesthetics and politics. As a whole, poster artists are anonymous rather than
individually recognized. Most posters from the Cultural Revolution are unsigned
to emphasize the collective nature of artistic creation: art should not be created for
individual recognition but for serving and educating the masses.
With artistic talent viewed as a convenient tool to carry out ideological instruction, the public bulletin board became another venue for political struggle, as
Mo Yan reflects in Life and Death. In one scene, Jinlong makes use of the bulletin
board to satirize Lan and his blue-faced son Jiefang as the only independent household, separate from the people's commune. Jinlong creates a "visual feast" with images of tractors, sunflowers, and commune members plowing the field, in contrast
to the independent household members, skinny and unhappy: bright colors of red
and yellow contrast against sullen colors of blue and white. Villagers gather to appreciate the painting and read its subtitles, denouncing collectively the socially unfit,
"the village's obstinate independent farmer Lan Lian and his family, who works on
his land with a single ox and plow, the ox with its head lowered, the farmer looking crestfallen, a solitary figure looking like a plucked chicken, his ox like a stray
dog, miserable and anxious, having coming to a dead end" (149). Jinlong's work
does not really accurately depict the true situation, in which the blue-faced family
is in high spirits and their ox young and vigorous. While the young Lan protests his
dissatisfaction with the political message, the father articulates an aesthetic evaluation: "That boy has talent. Whatever he draws looks real" (149). This scene shows
that with this genre of art, it is more important to look real rather than to be real to
achieve its political purpose. Although the bulletin board serves as the center for
public opinion and aims to provide one unified voice for the masses to understand
and learn from, Lan shows another level of interpretation.
One of the most famous images of Chairman Mao in the Cultural Revolution
is Liu Chunhua's 1967 oil painting 毛主席去安源 (Chairman Mao Goes to Anyuan)
(see figure 2). It is one of the few instances in which the artist is acknowledged,
yet with a twist. In the haste to publish the painting, the artist's name 刘成华 "Liu
Chenghua" was recorded mistakenly as 刘春华 "Liu Chunhua" and became known
as such thereafter. To this day, the painting itself is more known than the artist and
few people know the artist's real name. The negligence of authorship is the result
of the collective belief that art is not personal but political. Chairman Mao Goes
to Anyuan depicts Mao as a young man on his way to the city of Anyuan to lead a
miners' strike. Since its exhibition and publication in 人民画报 (China Pictorial) in
1968, its reception has been overwhelming. More than nine hundred million copies
of the painting-turned-poster have been sold (see Ma, Tao 31). Sculptures, badges,
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stamps, and tapestries of the image have also been regularly manufactured. As the
original painting traveled across China to be exhibited, it was honored in the way
that Chairman Mao's own presence would have been: it was flown to each city on a
special airplane and welcomed by greeting crowds. The image became symbolic and
iconic, fulfilling the artist's aims: "Every move of the Chairman's figure embodies
the great thought of Mao Zedong. When portraying his gesture, I strive to give significance to every small detail: his head is held high and slightly turned, the gesture
of which conveys his revolutionary spirit, dauntless before danger and violence and
courageous in struggle, earning victory with his revolutionary spirit" (Liu, Chunhua
34). In the artist's statement, little is written about the actual technique and style of
painting and more effort is taken on justifying the painting's intended political effect.
Another example is the 1967 painting 毛泽东思想光辉照亮安源工人革命
运动 (Mao Zedong's Thought Illuminates the Anyuan Worker's Movement), a painting created for an exhibition. It was part of a campaign to discredit Liu Shaoqi (刘
少奇), Vice Chairman at the time and a politician Chairman Mao distrusted. Before
Liu fell out of favor, the Museum of the Chinese Revolution featuring Liu was commissioned and the artist Yimin Hou made the well-reviewed painting 刘少奇和安源
矿工 (Liu Shaoqi and the Anyuan Coal Miners) in 1961. In the painting, Liu is in the
center of the composition prominently displayed as a determined leader. The later
version of the similar theme, Chairman Mao Goes to Anyuan, sought to redefine
the iconography of China's revolutionary history by replacing Liu with Mao as the
primary organizer of the important 1922 coal miners' strike (see Andrews 338). The
political struggle is thus reflected in a curious way of image making.
Mao's famous Anyuan image makes a cameo appearance in Life and Death as
the decoration of a marriage gift to Jinlong and his wife Huang Huzhu, daughter of
Huang Tong (the name literally means "yellow pupils"). It is "a framed mirror with
the dedication in red 'Congratulations to Lan Jinlong and Huang Huzhu in becoming
a revolutionary couple' in one corner. The mirror was decorated with a drawing of
Chairman Mao in a long gown, bundle in hand, as he encouraged miners to rebel in
the city of Anyuan" (299). The scene depicts that during the Cultural Revolution propaganda art filled not only the public sphere but also the private one through decorations and posters. It was an honor for households to do so. Mo Yan's modern verbal
reference echoes many visual references to the iconic image of Chairman Mao Goes
to Anyuan. One example is 千里野营炼红心 (To Go on a Thousand "li" March to
Temper a Red Heart), which features a revolutionary who holds the image of Mao
leading a revolutionary march (see figure 3). The title of this poster itself requires
some interpretation. "Li" is the traditional Chinese measurement for the length of
five-hundred meters. A "red heart" takes up the ideology of red to indicate sincerity
and loyalty to Mao. The title of the poster thus depicts a long journey or march that
shows and enhances the people's loyalty. The image depicts a group of Mao supporters marching to Beijing to pledge allegiance to him. The group carries the painting
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of the young Mao in front like a religious icon in a ritualistic procession. The image
of Mao thus not only serves as a political instrument but also preserves a sense of
ritual or activities of reverence usually reserved for religious or sovereign figures.
Such veneration is not unfamiliar in Chinese cultural history. In Sandalwood Death,
Mo Yan describes the retired head executioner for the Qing court returning from the
capital to his rural hometown with two imperial gifts: a chair that the Qing emperor
had once sat on and a string of prayer beads from the Empress Dowager. With these
two imperial objects, Zhao assumes authority. Although he lives in modest dwellings, he requires anyone who sees these objects to pay tribute. The local magistrate,
although unwilling and indignant, is forced to kowtow to them: "I could not fall to
my knees fast enough, as I again performed the three bows and nine kowtows to
that swine [executioner Zhao] and his chair and prayer beads" (79). The image of
Mao has been venerated in similar manner. However, its enforcement is not based
on law as it was during the Qing era but rather on political advocacy and enforced
socialization, and thus the image becomes political idolatry. By showing how the
earlier poster is looked at and how it is supposed to be understood, the metaposter
teaches the masses to read the embedded message in the poster and to believe what
it says. It is in this way that the image worshipping of the Cultural Revolution corresponds and conforms to ideological belief. Mitchell defines "the image as the site
of a special power that must either be contained or exploited; the image, in short, as
an idol or fetish" ("Image" 151). The image as an idol and the image as a fetish indicate two kinds of images, complementary in form and function. The image as an idol
works like a shadow projected in darkness. It is the image behind a specific concept
projected in the way that camera obscura operates and produces images. The image
as a fetish is more material and tangible, imprinting itself on people's consciousness
by provoking obsessive behaviors. By combining both images, the poster art of the
Cultural Revolution became a powerful tool: it projected a specific ideological belief
and it served as an object of worship.
Another prevalent form of metaposter adopts the scheme of metapicture by
showing how the viewer observes and interacts with the image. The viewer serves
as an exemplary model for the poster's viewers to emulate, and thus looking becomes a didactic experience. Some posters frame the poster with the moment of
teaching. An anonymous poster from the 1970s, 主课 (The Main Lesson) shows
a teacher lecturing to a group of students in front of a painting. The image depicts
the famous Chinese rebel leader Hong Xiuquan (1814-64), who revolted against
the government of the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911). The teacher gestures to the
image, calling attention to its interior audience, the students, and to its exterior
audience, us, as viewers of the poster. The students listen with eager attention,
with one taking notes of what the teacher says. All of the students in the poster
wear red scarves (the red scarf is the token for League of Young Pioneers [LYP],
a youth organization led by communist party. Children aged six to fourteen are
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selected to join LYP based on their merits and are often deemed as role models for
all other students). During the Cultural Revolution, the LYP acted as Little Red
Guards, younger counterparts of the Red Guards who implemented the Cultural
Revolution. Thus the red scarf indicates exemplary status, as well as moral and
political allegiance to the communist party. By showing these red-scarfed students,
the poster invites its viewers to read the lecturing as the passing on of the revolutionary spirit. The red scarves of course make their appearance in Mo Yan's texts
including Life and Death and 蛙 (Frog).
The Main Lesson also solicits approval and identification from its exterior
viewers. The caption of the interior image makes sure that viewers know what the
main lesson is about so that they can learn from it, as do the exemplary students.
The viewers' viewpoint is located behind that of the students who sit on the ground
as if the external viewers would stand in the second row of the class. In this way,
the poster encompasses viewers as insiders in the poster who listen to the lecture on
painting. While situated technically as outsiders to the poster, external viewers are
nonetheless invited to sympathize with the process of learning and the lesson itself.
As viewers see the younger generation's eagerness to learn about the revolutionary
past, the poster provides viewers with an optimistic political view. Being both the
insider and outsider of the poster adds one more layer to the lesson conveyed. By
showing how much one can learn from the painting politically, the poster comments
on the desirable way to appreciate an image.
In addition to the making and looking in the visual component of posters,
verbal text is another important aspect of the posters. Both the interior audience
and the exterior audience can read the inscribed verbal message simultaneously.
Chen Minsheng's 1974 poster 妇女能顶半边天 (Women Hold up Half of the Sky)
features a propaganda billboard with activity happening around it (see figure 4).
In front of the billboard, a group of women stands and reads, discussing the poster
and the texts plastered around it. The poster on the billboard depicts a woman delivering a public speech with a large slogan beside it: "Smash a thousand years of
shackles; women can hold up half of the sky." Other slogans read "The doctrine of
Mencius and Confucius is a doctrine of exploitation of women" and "Thoroughly
criticize Confucius's false theory of women's subjugation." The texts accompanying the image on the billboard construct a narrative that sustains the feminist discussions by the interior viewers depicted in the poster. At the same time, the texts
on the billboard also provide the caption for the exterior viewership and inform
viewers, specifically the reading viewers and the non-reading auditors, of the message. It is in this way texts function as at once visual components and semantic
elements of the image.
In "Allegory and Iconography in Socialist Realist Paintings," Wolfgang Holz
introduces the concept of "dream theatre," with which he articulates the mechanisms
of metaposters. By mirroring the viewers inside the image, the posters affect their
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viewers and manipulate viewers' processes of perception, and this "enlarges the
viewer's psyche by introducing him or her into different realities of consciousness
while simultaneously turning the act of viewing itself into a visual ritual" (77). Indeed, the way people exploit meaning and moral teachings from images during the
Cultural Revolution is similar to a ritualistic visual practice. Poster art is to be looked
at, to be read, as well as to be worshipped.
The Cultural Revolution brought catastrophic destruction to Chinese society,
leaving traumatic memories not only to those who were persecuted but also to the
persecutors: "No matter whether it is those who struck, smashed, and robbed or
those who were struck, smashed, and robbed, both were victims. The former were
clouded over in the heart having done vicious deeds and the latter were fated to suffer physically and some even to lose their lives" (Ma, Shitu 2). It takes more than an
official and impersonal history to understand and ease the social and political trauma
wrought by the Cultural Revolution even now. The aesthetic of the artistic genre of
Socialist Realism of the era restricted artists from liberal and diversified expression.
In this study, I aim at showing some of the creativity and artistry that poster artists
of the period developed despite and because of those restrictions. By giving due
dignity to those artists and their audiences, we can join Mo Yan in coming to a better
understanding of the period and its art.
Mo Yan's Life and Death is vivid and personal, filled with imaginative yet historically grounded details of individuals' lives. Attentive to the ultimate incompatibility of the political and the artistic, Liu Zaifu applauded Mo Yan as a "forerunner of
life" for writing against the Socialist Realist tradition and defined Mo Yan as someone who "would not accept the monopoly of ideological influence in history writing
… returning to the writing of life and individual" (3; unless indicated otherwise, all
translations are mine). Liu does not overstate the sense of rewriting history in Life
and Death. In a serendipitous instantiation of the ease with which historical and literary elements can be erased, I conclude with a passage that evinces Liu's assessment
and that is omitted in Howard Goldblatt's translation of Life and Death Are Wearing
Me Out, and that through its tree imagery serendipitously deepens our understanding
of the power of the root-seeking movement of which Mo Yan’s works are a major
flowering. When Lan recounts his childhood memory of the death of Ximen Ox, he
expresses the responsibility to retell what he has witnessed, just as it is the responsibility of all individuals to do: "Ximen Ox, I cannot bear to describe the brutality he
has done to you. You have lived four more lives after the ox, traveling between life
and death. Many details may have slipped your memory, yet every moment of that
day stuck in my mind. If the whole day were a tree with many branches and twigs, I
remember not only its boughs, but also each shoot and leaf it bore. Ximen Ox, listen
to what I have to tell, because these are the things that happened, and what happened
is history. It is my responsibility to retell the history to those participants who have
forgotten it" ("西门牛啊，我不忍心对你描述他施加到你身上的暴行，你已经
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在牛世之后又轮回了四次，阴阳界里穿梭往来，许多细节也许都已经忘记，
但那日的情景我牢记不忘，假如那日的整个过程是一株枝繁叶茂的大树，我
不但记得住这株树的主要枝杈，连每一根细枝，连每一片树叶都没有忘记。
西门牛，你听我说，我必须说，因为这是发生过的事情，发生过的事情就是
历史，复述历史给遗忘了细节的当事者听，是我的责任") (186).
The righteous death of the ox marks the end of the Cultural Revolution. The
cruelty of persecution and the stubbornness of the silent resistance depicted in the ox's
death are not alien to those who experienced the movement. Ximen Ox's death is thus
not only an account of a specific ox in a specific town but also a social and political
statement about the experience of a beleaguered generation. Together, Mo Yan's art
can go "a long way toward clearing the minds of people who had become confused
and disoriented during the Cultural Revolution" (Life and Death 215). Similarly, when
reflecting on the art of the Cultural Revolution, it is important to bear in mind that the
poster artists of the era were also influenced by their visual and cultural context. They
strove to picture the bright, beautiful, and hopeful future of China unaware that the
same hopes would later be smashed by a cruel reality and that their work would be, by
and large, dismissed. The posters of the Cultural Revolution, now relics, bear witness
to a time and space and to what people once believed about painting and art. Perhaps,
as does Mo Yan, we can approach old and new art as worthwhile reflections upon the
society it constituted and study the power and frailty of such images.

Figure 1. 斗争生活出艺术，劳动人民是主人 (Art Comes from the Life of Struggle, and Working People are the Masters), 1970s. From the personal e-library of
Yuhan Huang per the Chinese Posters Foundation, Amsterdam.
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Figure 2. The oil painting-turned poster毛主席去安源 (Chairman Mao Goes to
Anyuan), 1968. From the personal e-library of Yuhan Huang per the Chinese Posters
Foundation, Amsterdam.
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Figure 3. 千里野营炼红心 (To Go on a Thousand "li" March to Temper a Red
Heart), 1971. From the personal e-library of Yuhan Huang per the Chinese Posters
Foundation, Amsterdam.
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Figure 4. Cheng Minsheng, 妇女能顶半边天 (Women Hold up Half of the Sky),
1974. From the personal e-library of Yuhan Huang per The University of Westminster Chinese Poster Collection.
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